MORE EFFICIENT
INTEGRATED PAYMENTS.
Despite advances in automated payment technology, the industry is still wasting too much time and money on
manual payments handling and reconciliation.
Don’t let outdated payment systems and processes hold you back. eNett Virtual Account Numbers (VANs) are
leading the way in automating payments. Here’s how they’re working for Vacations Made Easy.

Vacations Made Easy is a one-stop vacation planning and booking
site, offering custom and pre-set vacation packages, which include
activities and/or rooms for hundreds of locations all across the
globe.

eNett has one of the
easiest APIs we’ve ever
worked with.
We were able to get it up
and running within a
week.

Challenge
Vacations Made Easy wanted to offer its customers the widest
room options by participating in the Fully Independent Travel
(FIT) programme for Choice Hotels - one of the world’s largest
hotel franchisors. They needed a virtual card solution that would
allow them to get up and running quickly and participate in the
FIT programme.
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business with
eNett

eNett Solution
Our comprehensive API was quickly and easily integrated into
the existing booking system, allowing Vacations Made Easy to
get up and running fast and start using VANs straight away. And
due to our innovative pre-funded model, there were no laborious
credit checks unlike most virtual card providers.

Since using VANs for supplier
payments, Vacations Made Easy
has experienced significant
efficiency gains. An agency
turning over $1M to $5M typically
needs one part-time staff
member to manage and reconcile
payments manually. For the
largest agencies the cost can
exceed $6,000 a week!1
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If you would like more information on how VANs can help your business visit:

www.enett.com

1.PhoCusWright Payments Unsettled Report 2013.
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